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the whole of himself because he is limited by his subjects;
he cannot give the whole of his subjects because it has to be
passed through himself and reshaped by his mind, in
which process something is taken away and something
added. If homo is additus naturae something has to come
away to make room for him. That is how I see it at any
rate, and any purely objective art seems to me to be in fact
not art at all—which is human and spiritual, but science—
which is material and impersonal.
Yours ever,/
john C. B.
To Percy Matheson	3^, Queen's Gate Gardens, S.W.
June 18, 1915
my dear percy,
I am sure you have not heard of our great sorrow—I
have not been able to write any letters except to the nearest
relatives till yesterday. Our dear little Rachel died this
day week very suddenly after being ill—with acute
bronchitis again—only a few hours. We took the little
body to Wraniplingham on Monday and laid it in the
churchyard Aere on Tuesday.
I know you will feel for us all—and especially for poor
little Ruth. People write of Rachel being taken from a
life of pain. That was not all the case. She never had any
pain in her life ujoless the struggle for breath in her last
hours—and once or twice in her long illness. She was
always the happiest and merriest of our children, and
made life a joy to herself and, a:s I think you know, to all
who were with her. We seem to have lost the centre and
fountain of all our family jokes and laughter. So it is in
a way very specially hard to bear. And you can guess
something of what it is for dear little Ruth, for whom
Rachel—Sways the leading spirit of the two—was the
whole of life; and for Sarah, whose every thought almost
has been devoted to the care of Rachel, and whose whole
heart ha$ naturally gone out to the weak one for whom

